You Are Enough

_A harmonious round_

1 (Solo) You are enough....Need be no more
   _A_             _D_
   O-oh Enough.... May you be
   _A_             _E_
   At home...in your skin
   _A_             _E_
   There's nowhere else
   _A_
   To begin

   _A_

2. You are enough as you are
   _D_
   Don't need to be any more
   _A_
   Enough as you are
   _E_
   May you be
   _A_
   At home in your skin
   _D_
   Feel lifes' joy from within
   _A_
   Enough as you are
   _E_        _E7 -_
   Enough as you are

_(Repeat 2 time with harmonies)_
3. You are a gift to this world
   And a joy to behold
   A treasure
   Let it unfold
   (Repeat 2 time with harmonies)

4. Just breathe
   Just breathe
   Just breathe
   Just breathe
   (Repeat)

5. Oh be at home in your skin,
   There's nowhere else to begin
   Oh be at home, be at home
   (Repeat)
6 You are enough
Need be no more
   Enough
May you be
   At home
   In your skin
There's nowhere else
   To begin

\[ A \quad D \]

7. You are enough, you are enough
   \[ A \quad E \quad - \]
   You are enough, you are enough
   (Repeat)

8. You are enough as you are
   Don't need to be any more
   Enough as you are
      May you be
         At home in your skin
            Feel lifes' joy from within
               Enough as you are
               Enough as you are
9. You are a gift to this world
    And a joy to behold
    A treasure
    Let it unfold

   (Repeat )

10. Just breathe
    Just breathe
    Just breathe
    Just breathe
    Just breathe

11. Oh be at home in your skin
    There's nowhere else to begin
    Oh be at home, be at home
    Oh be at home in your skin
    There's nowhere else to begin
    Oh be at home, be at home
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